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A heatmap of phones 
connected to the Russian 
mobile network in Ukraine 
shows an approximate 
representation of where 
Russian troop 
concentrations are in the 
country







¿How can a company 
combat cyber 
attacks?





Intercept
attacks with
preventive 
measures

Brute force attacks

System administrators
should ensure
passwords are 

encrypted whith the
highest rates possible Users must choose 10 

characters passwords, 
including numbers or

symbols





Threat Hunting

• Nowadays we can do a 
constant scanning of the 
operational network to 
detect intruders through 
programs based on 
artificial intelligence 



Exercises and 
team training



PROACTIVITY DEFENSE

DETECT CRITICAL POINTS CREATE ACTION PLANS

MEASURE DETECTION&RESPONSE CAPACITY ASSESS POTENTIAL THREATS

ASSESS DEGREE OF VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS



PHISING
Gamaredon would be behind a massive phishing campaing against
Ukraine as revealed by an investigation carried out by Microsoft.



Organizations should analize the
protection they have against a 
phishing attack

The most common cyber attack on
any organization

There are some
programs or platforms
that can simulate Phish
attacks to see how the
teamworks response

Every user in every
organization need to be 

trained on phising



IT department



The biggest challenge for an IT department is
keeping up with digital transformation and 
retaining technical talent



▪ Outsource the IT department
▪ Offer an integrated solution to each type of company 
▪ Offer the management of the entire infrastructure of each 

company or organization
▪ Provide 24/7 solutions to all incidents
▪ Be in continuous training
▪ Specialization

WHAT WE OFFER TO OUR COSTUMERS ?



5.Support

1.Analysis

2.Solution

3.Implantation
4.Training



▪ All the organizations have to be analyzed
▪ There are only 2 tipes of cybersecurity hacked or not hacked
▪ If something is connected to the network it must be protected

Summary



THANK YOU
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